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Shortlisted for the Fortnum & Mason Food and Drinks Awards 2020 'Joe Schofield is rightly

known as one of the most creative bartenders of his generation, worldwide.'- Phillip Duff -

Director of Education Tales of The Cocktail'Daniel Schofield has received worldwide

recognition amongst his peers whilst working in many cities in Europe, including Paris and

London. He is now based in his home city of Manchester with the future holding many exciting

projects.'Internationally renowned bartenders Joe and Daniel Schofield have worked at the

some of the best bars in the world, from the American Bar at The Savoy Hotel to the Tippling

Club in Singapore.Their reputation for creating superlative cocktails from classics to

contemporary innovations, has led to numerous awards and much acclaim within the

bartending industry. Here are over 100 classics, re-made with contemporary ingredients and

with guest recipes from some of the world's leading bartenders. With details on how to make

delicious drinks using only the finest ingredients, expert techniques and the best quality ice, as

well as their personal recommendations for the most suitable spirits, mixers and garnishes for

each recipe, this book is a must have for any cocktail lover.



CONTENTS1Adonis2Airmail3Amaretto Sour4Americano5Aperol Spritz6Army &

Navy7Aviation8The Bee’s Knees9Bellini10Between the Sheets11Black Russian12Blood &

Sand13Bloody Mary14Bobby Burns15William Wallace — JOE

SCHOFIELD16Boulevardier17Psycho Killer — JILLIAN VOSE18Bramble19Brandy

Alexander20Brandy Crusta21Breakfast Martini22Brooklyn23Palo Negro — IVY

MIX24Caipirinha25Charlie Chaplin26Chicago Fizz27Classic Champagne Cocktail28Clover

Club29Corpse Reviver No. 130Corpse Reviver No. 231Cosmopolitan32Daiquiri33Dark ‘n’

Stormy34Delicious Sour35Stone Fence — THE VENNING BROTHERS36Eggnog37El

Diablo38El Presidente39Bright Hatchet — RUSSELL DILLON40Espresso Martini41Fish

House Punch42Flip43Rum & Coke Float — RYAN CHETIYAWARDANA44French 7545Tamara

in a Green Bugatti — MIMI SCHOFIELD46Garibaldi47Gimlet48Gin & Tonic49Gin

Fizz50Padrino — DANIEL SCHOFIELD51Godfather52Grasshopper53Hanky

Panky54Hemingway Special Daiquiri55Hot Toddy56Irish Coffee57Jack Rose58Jungle

Bird59Kir Royale60Last Word61Chartreuse Milkshake — LAUREN MOTE62Long Island Iced

Tea63Mai Tai64Manhattan65Oye Mi Canto — ALEX KRATENA66Margarita67Martinez681910

— EZRA STAR69Martini70Milano Torino71Mint Julep72Mojito73Morning Glory Fizz74Moscow

Mule75Mulata Daiquiri76Mulata Daisy — AGO PERRONE77Negroni78The Queen Mother

Cocktail — JAKE BURGER79New York Sour80Old Fashioned81Bourbon and Butter —

DECLAN MCGURK82Paloma83Pegu Club84Pendennis Club85Penicillin86Pimms Cup87Piña

Colada88Champagne Piña Colada — CHRIS MOORE89Pink Gin90Pink Lady91Pisco

Sour92Planter’s Punch93Ramos Gin Fizz94Rickey95Rob Roy96Rum Old

Fashioned97Russian Spring Punch98Rusty Nail99Sazerac100Café Pep — CHARLES

SCHUMANN101Sherry Cobbler102Sidecar103Car’s Delight — SULLIVAN DOH104Singapore

Sling105(Whiskey) Smash106El Mediterraneo — JAD

BALLOUT107Southside108Stinger109Tom Collins110Tommy’s

Magarita111Tuxedo112Jasmine — MONICA BERG113Vesper114Vieux Carré115Truffle

Shuffle — RYAN CLIFT116Whisky Sour117White Lady118Green Park — ERIK

LORINCZ119White Negroni120Absolut Gangster — RICARDO DYNAN121White

Russian122Zombie123The Captain Lyndon Zombie — LYNDON HIGGINSONHOW TO USE

THIS EBOOKSelect one of the chapters from the main contents list and you will be taken to a

list of all the recipes covered in that chapter.Alternatively, jump to the index to browse recipes

by ingredient.Look out for linked text (which is in blue) throughout the ebook that you can select

to help you navigate between related recipes.You can double tap images to increase their size.

To return to the original view, just tap the cross in the top left-hand corner of the screen.Born

and raised on the outskirts of Manchester, Joe and Daniel Schofield started working in

hospitality when they were in their early teenage years.Bartending was not the obvious career

path as, for the last 120 years, the Schofield family business had been in fire protection

equipment. However, it’s now the new family trade as both brothers are now recognized

internationally as two of the world’s best bartenders. Joe is the first bartender to win

International Bartender of the Year at the Tales of the Cocktail Spirited Awards and Bartender’s

Bartender at The World’s 50 Best Bars. And Daniel was also nominated as Bartender of the

Year by the Class Bar Awards.As of 2019, the brothers have spent, collectively, over 25 years

working in some of the world’s best bars across the globe. From Singapore, Paris, Sydney and,

of course, their hometown of Manchester, to the mecca of any discerning cocktail mixer, The

American Bar at The Savoy Hotel, London, they have had the privilege of working with some



incredibly talented people, many of whom have generously contributed to this

book.INTRODUCTIONWhy did we want to write a book? Well, first and foremost, we wanted to

share our recipes and our way of doing things. There are thousands of cocktails you can make

and so many different recipes for them and techniques you can use that it can seem

intimidating when you’re simply at home and want to mix a great drink. However, we have

spent a lot of time throughout our careers constantly adjusting and improving, so this collection

of recipes is, in our humble opinion, the way we personally think they taste best. Our intention

is to be transparent, to share our thought processes, and, whether you’re a home enthusiast or

a young barkeep, to help create truly great drinks.We love the history of cocktails, where they

come from and who invented them, and why and how, and so we’ve tried to provide a little

background in the introduction to each recipe. We also understand the importance of looking to

the past before looking to the future and so, when putting together our compilation of 100

Classic Cocktails, we have studied all the old great cocktail books to see how they have

evolved through time. This is what makes a drink a classic, as over the years it has been subtly

tweaked and adjusted here and there to keep up with modern preferences and habits, so it

never falls out of fashion.Tastes change perpetually and, as bartenders, it is our duty to adapt

and evolve with these changes. This book is therefore our collection of classics, which means

our personal favourites and also the favourites of everyone at every bar, no matter where they

are in the world. We’ve tweaked them slightly, added our own spin to keep up with the times

and to give you a recipe that you can make behind a bar or at home.Some of these recipes are

fairly recent inventions – the Breakfast Martini, the Penicillin or the Tommy’s Margarita, for

example – which all became almost instant classics the moment they were conceived, and

we’re very fortunate that their creators, Salvatore Calabrese, Sam Ross and Julio Bermejo,

have very generously contributed their personal recipes to this book.Anyway, we hope you like

our selection and hope it inspires you to start tweaking and adjusting to suit your own tastes

and preferences, and love of cocktail mixing and experimenting – that’s why it is such great fun!

So, let’s start with the basics….GUEST RECIPESWe are fortunate in our career to have met

some incredibly talented people along the way. They are people who inspire us to be better,

and many of them we are proud to call dear friends. These friends are some of the world’s best

bartenders and we are very grateful to them for sharing their own recipes in this book. Most are

in a relatively classic style, meaning that you don’t need expensive laboratory equipment to

make them – they’re just honest, simple and delicious drinks. These recipes have been

unchanged from the way they were provided, spirits et al. We just converted from oz to ml for a

more consistent approach.You will also find the drinks that we consider our signatures, for Joe

it is the William Wallace and for Daniel it is the Padrino.BEVERAGE PHILOSOPHIESWe would

like to begin by sharing our ideas on the way we think drinks should be served and created.

Here are our core beliefs:1FLAVOUR COMES FIRST. We cannot emphasize this enough.

What is the point of using hi-tech apparatus, beautiful glass-ware and innovative garnishes if

the actual drink in the glass is not up to scratch? Of course, the extras can help enhance the

flavour and the experience in general, but really, a great cocktail should taste as fantastic in

delicate Japanese stemware as it would in a regular glass you’d find in your local dive bar.And

following on from this, the ingredients of a cocktail should only be selected on the basis of

flavour, nothing more, nothing less. Sourcing obscure ingredients from the other side of the

world can be fun and can also be a great way of sparking curiosity and intrigue on a cocktail

menu. However, it should never come before taste.And finally, always taste your drinks. This is

the only way to improve your palate and make sure that the drink is perfect before it is served

to your dear guests.2AFTER FLAVOUR COMES AROMA. Research studies have found that



over 80 per cent of flavour comes from a process called “retronasal olfaction”. This is when

aroma or odour molecules travel from the oral cavity into the nose while we are eating and

drinking, and explains why a lemon twist or a sprig of mint is often the definitive finishing touch

on drinks that have now been classics for over a century.3CONSIDER THE OTHER SENSES

TOO. Think visually. Chefs are always very keen to tell you that “you eat with your eyes first”

and there’s so much truth to this. We firmly believe that a drink should look appealing to the

person you serve it to as it can enhance the flavour. And it’s not always about the cherry on top

and crazy garnishes, as sometimes simplicity is key. But remember, presentation should

definitely be considered and every drink should look inviting and easy on the

eye.4GARNISHES can play a pivotal role in a cocktail but they really need to earn their place,

aesthetically or aromatically (see After Flavour Comes Aroma and Consider the Other Senses

Too). They should always add something to the drink, and never be a distraction from the

overall flavour. On our training programme at SCHOFIELD’S, we emphasize the importance

and beauty of simplicity as we believe this is such a key component in any drink that’s stood

the test of time. In our time behind the bar, we have experimented quite heavily with garnishes,

almost to the point where they began to resemble a creation by a pastry chef. And yet, the

liquid in the glass was still the most important thing.5HAPTIC PERCEPTION. Have you heard

about “haptic perception”? This is also something to consider. It means “the ability to grasp

something”, so the look and touch and feel of a thing, which are integral to the experience of it.

So if an Old Fashioned is served in a heavy decorative rocks glass, the drink feels rich and

luxurious. However, if a Negroni was served in the same vessel, the heaviness of the glass

might mean that you would lose some of the floral and aromatic top notes, which are

highlighted if served in a thin, light, elegant glass.6COCKTAILS ARE ALL ABOUT

EXPERIMENTATION – it’s what makes it such fun. And when we do it, we always take

inspiration from classic drinks, as these are such a great reference point. Drinks are all about

creating a balance, offsetting the sweetness in a liqueur with a dry spirit or sour citrus, for

example, and in classic drinks a winning formula is already there. Take a classic Daisy – a

simple combination of a spirit, a liqueur, citrus and a touch of sugar. Each one of those

ingredients can be substituted for something else. For example, you can swap the base spirit,

the liqueur or the citrus to create new drinks. Perhaps the measurements may have to change

slightly but the DNA of the classic drink is still there. Almost every single drink we have created

can be referenced back to a classic cocktail in this way and, in our experience of working in

restaurants, we’ve found that chefs often work in the same fashion. There is almost always a

classic touchstone. Experimentation is where you suddenly stumble across something great,

so have a go.7CONCEPT is also very important, especially in the drinks industry as, if you’re

serving a Tiki drink in a dive bar, something doesn’t feel quite right, and inevitably the venue

doesn’t stay open too long. You have to match the concept to the venue and, similarly, if you’re

throwing a party at home or in a venue, everything has to match up conceptually. Champagne

is, of course, what you would serve to guests at a wedding, rather than, say, a Zombie, and a

cleverly designed cocktail for a special occasion can really help it go with a swing.8“KAIZEN” is

a glorious term from Japan, which essentially translates as “continuous improvement”. It is

normally applied to the world of business, but we love it as a mindset that is relevant to

everything you do. The best drinks are made when you are 100 per cent focused on the task at

hand. We should always be looking for ways to improve and evolve as it’s only through devotion

and dedication that we can get closer to perfection. We also believe that you should always try

your best at making any drink, whether that is a flat white coffee or a Coca-Cola with ice and

lemon, it should still be to the best of your ability.9KNOWLEDGE IS SO IMPORTANT –



especially for barkeeps. Know your drinks, of all kinds: cocktails, spirits, wine, beer, soft drinks,

coffee, etc. In the UK, wine accounts for roughly 35 per cent of alcoholic beverage sales and

yet so many bartenders know very little about it and instead, know a lot about an obscure

cocktail from the 1920s, which they might make only a handful of times. This doesn’t make

sense. It was something that Declan McGurk drilled into to us when Joe was working at The

Savoy, and it has stayed with us ever since.10HOSPITALITY. This should almost be at the very

top of our list of core beliefs as, in our view, it’s the most important part of the experience.

Without great hospitality you cannot have a great drink. We often look back at some of the best

bar experiences we’ve had and, in a small handful of those scenarios, a great cocktail was

made, but in each and every one, a great bartender was present. Having a warm, caring and

welcoming host can turn the worst of days into one of the most memorable, and that is what a

great drink is all about.Obviously, when you work a bar, there are challenging times, and we’ve

learned over the years to try to avoid making bespoke cocktails for guests. There is a world of

great classic cocktails to choose from and so really it is unnecessary. Additionally, there is

nothing more disappointing for a guest than to return to a bar and find that their favourite

bespoke cocktail is unavailable because the bartender who created it is not working that night.

However, we also try never to disappoint and it can be a difficult balance to try to achieve both!

But who said hospitality was black and white? There is always a grey area, and we believe that

hospitality is always at its best when it comes from the heart and someone believing what they

are doing is right.BARWAREHere’s a comprehensive list of equipment that no self-respecting

cocktail lover should be without. The list below explains each piece of equipment pictured, from

top to bottom, left to right.KNIVESA bartender should invest in good knives in the same way

that a chef would. We see way too many cheap knives being bought and thrown away on a

regular basis. Why not take pride in your equipment? Learn how to sharpen them – it’s a great

skill to have in life and you are far more likely to injure yourself on a blunt knife than a sharp

one. When using knives, always point them away from your body and keep your fingers out of

the way!CITRUS PEELERA good peeler will save you a lot of time. We like the steel Y-style

versions as they take off just the right amount of peel, without the pith that can add unwanted

bitterness to a drink.CHEF SPOONSThese are used in the same way as a jigger, to measure

small quantities. Most recipes in this book use a combination of the two. We highly recommend

them for measuring, roughly about 2 dashes is 1.25ml and 4 dashes is about 2.5ml of

bitters.JIGGERA jigger is essentially a measuring tool for drinks and, without one, you will

never achieve consistently accurate and balanced cocktails. Some people prefer to work

without jiggers, in a style called “free-pouring”. Of course it’s a lot faster to make drinks this

way, but it can yield inconsistent results. A cocktail recipe is a very precise thing and it is very

important to follow it as closely as you can. We say, always fill to the line of the measure.

Jiggers come in a wide range of sizes and styles, but we recommend you find one that has

been government-stamped, as these are legally checked for accuracy. We have measured our

recipes in this book in millilitres as we feel this unit of measure is the best for accuracy.

However, we have also provided the equivalent in fluid ounces.FINE STRAINERThis is a metal

strainer with extra-fine mesh and, for every drink that we shake, we like to use one of these. It

strains out even the smallest shards of ice and so results in the drink having a beautifully silky

texture. Other people are not so keen as they believe a fine strainer can remove the air bubbles

in a drink, which can be true to some extent. However, if shaken long and hard enough, there

should still be a nice fine layer of bubbles on top and, without the ice chips, there is also no risk

of dilution.STRAINERThis is a type of metal sieve that fits over the top of a mixing glass/tin or

two-piece shaker and allows only the liquid through as you pour the drink. There are two



common types, the Hawthorne and the Julep. The former is shaped like a disc and the latter is

shaped like a bowl.BAR SPOONThis is a long-handled spoon that is long enough to reach the

bottom of a mixing tin or glass. They hold about 5ml of liquid (roughly the same as a teaspoon)

and, in an ideal world, should only ever be used for stirring, churning or mixing.THREE-PIECE

SHAKERThese are also called Standard or Cobbler Shakers. They are like the two-piece, but

they come with a built-in strainer and so they’re a little more complicated to use in terms of

shaking. However, as the drink is strained as you pour, they are much easier to use for the non-

professional and are very efficient for making cocktails.MIXING TINThis is for stirring to mix a

drink with ice, rather than shaking it. You can also get mixing glasses, but we prefer to use a tin

as the stainless steel helps chill the cocktail at a faster rate and, like their shaker counterparts,

they’re much more durable. A good mixing glass or tin should have a little lip for pouring your

drink after you have diluted and chilled it to perfection.MUDDLERThis is shaped like a pestle

and performs the same job – it mashes or “muddles” to break down and release the oils and

juices and flavours of certain ingredients. Traditionally, muddlers were wooden, but now they

are commonly made out of plastic. We generally use one for muddling fresh fruit, or crushing

citrus peel into caster sugar. More on this later.TWO-PIECE SHAKERAlso known as a Boston

or French Shaker, a two-piece shaker is a fine, uncomplicated tool, consisting of two tins that

allow for the drink to be shaken. In our opinion, they should be metal rather than glass as this

makes them lighter, more durable and less prone to shatter. Also, stainless steel can reach low

temperatures extremely quickly and retain them, which is exactly what you’re after.CHOPPING

BOARDHave one that you preserve just for making drinks, and keep it nice and clean. This is

good food hygiene practice but can also prevent unwanted flavours transferring from your

board to your ingredients. When you use it, place it over a towel to ensure it doesn’t

slip.GLASSWARETo create a great cocktail, you need to chill your glassware. Putting it into the

freezer approximately 30 minutes before serving should suffice. There are, of course, a couple

of exceptions, as Champagne flutes and wine glasses should never be stored there. Sparkling

wine loses carbonation when it comes into contact with frozen glass and it can also cause the

wine to “close”, meaning it can lose its delicate aromas and flavours.However, in general,

cocktail glasses should be chilled as they help the drink to stay cold for longer. If you have

limited space, prioritize glasses that are served without ice, such as your coupettes and martini

glasses. If you don’t have access to a freezer, the best alternative is to fill the glass with

crushed ice and swirl it around a few times to bring down the temperature.HOT

GLASSWAREFollowing the same logic as above, it is always worth bringing up the

temperature of glass that is used for a hot drink, for example a Hot Toddy, as it helps you retain

the desired temperature for longer. This can be achieved very simply by rinsing the glass with

hot water. Some people also like to use this technique when making an Irish Coffee. However,

we don’t in this instance as we like to keep the contrast between the hot coffee and cold vanilla

cream for as long as possible.HANDLING GLASSWAREWhen handling glassware, always

remember to hold the bottom of the glass or the stem. This not only keeps fingerprints off the

frozen glass as well as maintaining hygiene protocols, but also prevents any heat transfer from

your hands to the glass if using stemware.Don’t forget that it is also very important to check the

glass for quality and to ensure it has been correctly polished, with no dirty marks or cracks.

Check the rim for chips too as these can result in a build-up of bacteria, and chipped glasses

should be disposed of safely.1. Champagne Flute2. Martini Glass3. Coupette4. Rocks Glass5.

Highball6. Fizz Glass7. Julep Tin8. Irish Coffee9. Toddy10. HurricaneICEFor us, the most

important ingredient in a cocktail is the ice. Does that sound strange? However, without great-

quality ice you can’t have a great-quality cocktail, as it controls the temperature of the drink and



the extent of its dilution. Many drinks are both shaken or stirred with ice, and then also served

over ice, which means that dilution can occur during both these stages. You want your ice to

chill your drink but not to over-dilute the flavours.We recommend using block ice, but if this is

impossible, then use the best-quality ice you can source. Storing ice inside glassware in the

freezer saves space as well as time during prep. Take it out of the freezer after you have

shaken or stirred your drink but while it is still inside the shaker or tin. If prepared correctly, the

temperature of your drink should be below 0°C and, if you move quickly, you will not risk your

drink becoming diluted.CUBED ICELarge cubes of ice are ideal for shaking, and brands such

as Hoshizaki or Kold Draft produce excellent ice for this purpose, with cubes that are around

2.5cm (1in) square.CRUSHED ICEThis should only ever be used for drinks like Mojitos or

Swizzles, or it can help add some much-needed dilution to potent drinks, such as a Zombie.

Some drinks also call for a crushed ice “cap” added to the top of the drink to help keep the

garnish stable. Hence why the mint sprigs always stand to attention at the top of a Mojito. The

rule of thumb is, the larger the shards, the better.BLOCK ICEThe density and clarity of block

ice create a delicious and beautiful-looking drink, while keeping the flavours sharp for longer.

These days, it is possible to buy it pre-cut, which makes it very easy to work with as it’s shaped

symmetrically to fit in a glass, or in huge blocks, which you must cut down. There are some

great moulds available too!However, if you find it impossible to source, there are some great

ways to make it at home. Our friend, Camper English, developed a great method. All you need

is an insulated container, such as a Thermos, as when you fill this with water (without a lid and

leaving a little room for expansion), the insulation slows down the freezing process. This means

the oxygen escapes and the sediment and minerals sink to the bottom, resulting in a block of

ice that is about 75 per cent clear, and the cloudy 25 per cent you can cut off and dispose

of.TECHNIQUESTechnique is very important when it comes to making drinks. With practice

your drinks will continue to improve, “Kaizen”...HOW TO USEA JIGGER AND CHEF

SPOONS;ô–à our opinion, it’s important to measure out all your ingredients with a jigger to

ensure consistency. Always fill to the correct line on the jigger, or until the liquid is completely

level on a chef spoon to yield a great finished product.HOW TO USEA TWO-PIECE

SHAKER;õv†Và shaking, you are mixing and chilling the drink, while also allowing for a

controlled amount of dilution. In a two-piece shaker, we prefer to “build” (see How to Build) all

the ingredients in the small tin and to place the ice in the large tin. Our maxim is the more ice,

the better, and so we recommend filling this tin as full as possible. Next, upend the small tin so

you pour the ingredients over the ice, and seal the shaker with a firm tap. If you use this

method, you can be much more consistent with the outcome of your shake, taking into

consideration; temperature, lack of loss of ingredients and dilution.When closing a two-piece

shaker, you get the best results if the sides of the small tin and large tin are aligned. When

looking down, try to align where the tins touch on the side furthest from you, or in the 12

o’clock position, which means the part of the tins where you want to hit is at a 120-degree

angle, or at the 4 o’clock position. This should mean that the tins open easily after you have

shaken.When shaking, hold the top of the small tin with your dominant hand and the bottom of

the large tin with your weaker hand, as this should keep them firmly together while you are

shaking. Shake as hard as you can for the desired time, as the harder you shake, the better the

results. Always make sure that you face the bottom and top of the shaker away from your

guests and also the bottles on a back bar, just in case you let go. It happens, and it is never

pretty.And a final word of warning: never place anything with carbonation inside your shaker!

HOW TO USEA THREE-PIECE SHAKER
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Batched & Bottled: Cocktails to Make Ahead, The Locked Door: A gripping psychological

thriller with a jaw-dropping twist, The Man Burned by Winter (Rooker Lindström Thriller Book

1), Things We Never Got Over, The Candid Life of Meena Dave, Last Summer Boys: A Novel

Kieran, “Great reference for the classics. Great reference for anyone wanting to make the

classics, some quite obscure ingredients however”

D.Cain, “A reference point for mixology. A great reference point to learn how to develop great

cocktails from people who know what they are doing. The best thing about the book is that you

don’t need a fully stocked bar to get going, from the word go I could make quite a lot and I got

rave reviews”

Karl, “Amazing cocktail book. I regularly go to the Manchester Schofields bar and this book

was an obvious choice when thinking about upping my cocktail skills. Great book, great bar!”

The book by Joe Schofield has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 54 people have provided feedback.
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